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On the reachability to some moving domains
of time dependent di®usion processes
Yoichi Oshima (Kumamoto University)
1. Preliminaries
Let X = Rd, dm(x) = dx and (E t;F) be the time dependent Dirichlet
forms on L2(X;m) determined by




























for a non-increasing positive function a(t) and positive de¯nite family
(a
(0)




be the corresponding di®usion process and
Zt = (¿(t); Xt) with ¿(t) = ¿(0)+t. Fix a domain ¡ = f(t; x) : jxj ¸ r(t)g
for non-decreasing function r(t) and put ¾¡ = infft > 0 : Zt 2 ¡g.
Problem
(1) To give a condition on r(t) under which P(s;x) (¾¡ <1) = 1.
(2) For a neighbourhood C of 0, to give a condition on r(t) under which
lim
s!1P(s;'0¢m) (¾¡ < ¾C) = 0:
Note that (2) does not hold if Xt is "transient".
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2. General criterion for (1) and its application
Let cXt be the dual process of Xt
bZt = ³b¿(t); cXt´ ; b¿(t) = b¿(0)¡ tb¾¡ = infft > 0 : bZt 2 ¡g; ¡ ½ [0;1)£X





(t; x)'(x)dm(x) + E t ('; bu¡(t; ¢)) = 0
Let ©(t; ¢) be a one to one smooth mapping from Rd onto itself such that












°¡1ki akl (t;©(t)) °
¡1
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Let Yt = ©(t;Xt) bYt = ©(t; cXt). Then they are in dual in L2(¹t),
¹t(dy) = ½(t; y)dy. For a domain D, put
b'F (t; y) = bP(t;y) ³'0( bYt) : t < ¾F´ ; F = X nD:














b'F (t; y)½(t; y)dy = 0:
2
Put Ã = b'F and cHF (t) = Z
D0
b'2F (t; y)½(t; y)dy:
Then











































































ij (y)»i»j · ®ij(t; y)»i»j:


























Lemma 1 Under our settings,
























Put ¡ = f(t;©(t; y)) : t ¸ 0; y 2 Fg and
bu¡(t; x) = bEX(t;x) ³'0(cXt) : t < ¾¡´ :
Since P(0;'0¢m)(T < ¾F ) = P
Y
(0;'0¢¹0)(T < ¾¡),
P Y(0;'0¢¹0) (T < ¾F ) =
Z
D













! 0; T !1:
Hence we have















then P'0¢m (¾¡ <1) = 1. Apply this theorem for ©i(t; y) = r(t)yi and
F = fy : jyj ¸ 1g. Then
°ij(t; y) = r(t)±ij













Hence, applying Theorem 2, we have the following theorem.














P(0;'0¢m)(¾¡ <1) = 1: (4)
In particular, if aij =
1
2
±ij, then (3) is satis¯ed if
r(t) · cpt (5)
for large t with c <
q
d=(4k0).
In the case of Brownian motion,































P0 (jXtj > r(t)) dt <1:
2. General criterion for (2) and its application
Assume that E (0) is recurrent. For ¡ ½ [0;1)£X, h: excessive function
of Zt (h ¢ I¡ 2 L2(dtdm))
H¡h(z) ´ Ez (h(Z¾¡)) :











Since h² · h on ¡,Z
X
(h² ¡ hI¡)¡ (t; x) (h² ¡ g)(t; x)dm(x) · 0;
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(t; x)(h² ¡ g)(t; x)dm(x)




and integrate over t 2 [t1; t2]:
0 ¸ 1
2a(t1)
k(h² ¡ g)(t1; ¢)k2m ¡
1
2a(t2)


































E t (h²(t; ¢); (h² ¡ g)(t; ¢)) dt:
If g(t; x) is non-increasing relative to t on [t1; t2], by letting ²! 0,




























E t (H¡h(t; ¢); (H¡h¡ g)(t; ¢)) dt
Lemma 4 Suppose that g(t; x) = h(t; x) on ¡, g(¢; x) and a are non-




































E t (H¡h(t; ¢); g(t; ¢)) dt: (7)
6
C = fx : jxj · `g (0 < ` < 1), BR = fx : jxj · Rg.
MT;C = (Xt; P
T;C
(s;x)) : process corresponding to the Dirichlet form E t
with re°ecting boundary @Br(T )+1 and absorbing boundary @C.
»T (t): non-increasing function such that »T (t) = 1 for t · T ¡ 1
»T (t) = 0 for t ¸ T .
Then h(t; x) ´ »T (t) is an excessive function relative to MT;C .
gT (t; x) : non-increasing function such that gT (t; x) = »T (t) on ¤
gT (t; x) = 0 for x 2 C, Apply Lemma 4 for ¤T = f(t; x) : t · T; r(t) <






































E t (H¤»T (t; ¢); gT (t; ¢)) dt:
¡ ´ lim
T!1
¤T = f(t; x) : r(t) < jxjg
u¡(t; x) ´ lim
T!1
H¤»T (t; x) = P
X
(t;x) (¾¡ < ¾C)



































































































@B1: unit of radius 1, d¾ : surface measure
Ãt(r) =
8>>>>><>>>>>:





¡1r1¡ddr ` · r · r(t)








¹a(t; r) and A(t) are non-decreasing relative to t: (13)






dm(x) · k r(S)d;





r(S)d = 0: (14)
Similarly, since Z
Xn¡t















£ r(t)d = 0: (15)
since
EX;t (g(t; ¢); g(t; ¢)) = 1
A(t)
;
(10) is satis¯ed if
lim
t!1 a(t)£ A(t) =1: (16)




¹a(t; r)¡1r1¡ddr =1; (17)
(Ichihara's test for the recurrence of E t).


































¯'0(x)dm(x) · K('0) ³E (0)(u; u)´1=2




























If '0 2 D(G(t)), for all t,Z
X
P(t;y) (¾¡ < ¾C)'0(y)dy ¡
Z
X

















If sups kGs '0kL1 < 1, then P(t;'0¢m) (¾¡ < ¾C) is uniformly continuous
relative to t and hence
lim
t!1P(t;'0¢m) (¾¡ < ¾C) = 0:
Theorem 5 Suppose that ¹a(t; r) is non-decreasing relative to t. If there







P(t;'0¢m) (¾¡ < ¾C) dt = 0:
In particular, if sups kGs '0kL1 <1, then
lim
s!1P(s;'0¢m) (¾¡ < ¾C) = 0:
If the result holds for some ¡, then it also holds for any subset of ¡.
Example 6 Suppose that a(t) = a is independent of t. Then (15) is







¹a(t; r) · b(t)¹a0(r)





































Hence r(t) = t® with 0 < ®(< d=2) satis¯es the condition of Theorem.
In the case of Brownian motion aij(t; x) =
1
2
±ij. Assume d = 1 or 2.
d = 1 =) A(t) = r(t)¡ `
=) r(t) = t® + 1 for 0 < ® satis¯es the condition of the theorem.
d = 2 =) A(t) = log r(t)¡ log `
=) r(t) = t® for 0 < ® satis¯es the condition of the theorem.
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